


DISCIPLINE

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF DISCIPLINE?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s just take a minute to hear what we all think the purpose of discipline really is.



THE PURPOSE OF DISCIPLINE IS …

AN ATTEMPT TO MODIFY BEHAVIOR.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discipline isn’t there to punish people, show authority, cause bad feelings, or anything of the sort.  The sole purpose is to modify behavior.  It’s a management tool to modify behavior to a standard.  Defining that “standard” is part of our jobs as supervisors.  It is important to let employees know what is expected of them.  This comes into play in our discussion of documentation and performance evaluations later on.



COMMON VIOLATIONS IN 
OUR ENVIRONMENT
1.TIME CLOCK VIOLATIONS 

2.TARDINESS 

3.ATTENDANCE (SICK LEAVE ABUSE)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Probably the 3 most common violations we deal with in our Department include time clock violations where employees forget to clock in or out, tardiness and/or sick time abuse.  



DISCIPLINE POLICY
STARK COUNTY COMMISSIONERS EMPLOYEE HANDBOOK & 
BARGAINING UNIT AGREEMENT (BARGAINED-FOR EMPLOYEES)

1.GROUP 1, GROUP 2, AND GROUP 3

2.DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE HANDBOOK & THE BARGAINING UNIT 
AGREEMENT

3.INFORMAL “HEAD’S UP” AND CAUTIONING 

4.PROGRESSIVE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the next series of slides, I will review “typical” group 1, 2, and 3 offenses.  This will help you better identify why they are categorized as such and better understand why the penalties are different for each.   In plain English, Group 1’s are “mistakes” Group 2’s are “you should know better” and Group 3’s are “willful and intentional if not planned”.These “groups” are all outlined in the Employee Handbook.  A key note to remember is that the actual violations or “offenses” outlined in these groups DO NOT DIFFER for bargaining/non-bargained for employees.  Later on, I’ll review basics on the handbook and CBA differences, what an “informal head’s up & cautioning” is and how we handle those, and finally, I’ll outline the basics of “progressive” discipline.Something I’d like to note is the importance of the Employee Handbook for ALL employees, particularly supervisors who not only have to “follow” the guidelines in the Handbook, but administer them.  How many of you here have read the Employee Handbook from front to back? 



“TYPICAL” DISCIPLINES BY GROUP

GROUP 1:  1ST VERBAL, 2ND WRITTEN REPRIMAND, 3RD MINIMUM 1 DAY 
SUSPENSION, 4TH MINIMUM 3 DAY SUSPENSION, 5TH TERMINATION

GROUP 2:  1ST VERBAL AND MINIMUM 1 DAY SUSPENSION, 2ND MINIMUM 
3 DAY SUSPENSION, 3RD TERMINATION

GROUP 3:  1ST TERMINATION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are “typical” disciplines by Group.  Each disciplinary incident is unique, and management has the right to deal with the merits of each matter, without creating any precedents for the treatment of future incidents



GROUP 1 VIOLATIONS
1.DISCOURTEOUS TREATMENT OF THE PUBLIC.

2.FAILURE TO PROPERLY REPORT OFF WORK FOR ANY ABSENCE.

3.FAILURE TO COOPERATE WITH OTHER EMPLOYEES AS REQUIRED 
BY JOB DUTIES.

4.FAILURE TO OBSERVE DEPARTMENT RULES.

5.DISREGARDING JOB DUTIES BY NEGLECT OF WORK OR READING 
FOR PLEASURE DURING WORKING HOURS.

6.FAILURE TO REPORT ACCIDENT, INJURY OR UNSAFE CONDITION, NO 
MATTER HOW SMALL.

7.UNSATISFACTORY WORK OR FAILURE TO MAINTAIN REQUIRED 
STANDARDS OF PERFORMANCE.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Violations are somewhat specific and provide a guide to aid employees in knowing what types of behavior are not permitted.  Here is an example of some Group 1 violations.  Read a few



GROUP 2 VIOLATIONS

1.SLEEPING DURING WORKING HOURS.

2.REPORTING FOR WORK OR WORKING WHILE UNFIT FOR DUTY.

3.UNAUTHORIZED USE OF COUNTY PROPERTY OR EQUIPMENT.

4.PERFORMING PRIVATE WORK ON COUNTY TIME.

5.WILLFUL FAILURE TO SIGN IN OR OUT WHEN REQUIRED.

6.WILLFUL DISREGARD OF DEPARTMENT RULES.

7.USE OF ABUSIVE OR THREATENING LANGUAGE.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some Group 2 violations … read a few … please note that as of my last review of the draft of the new handbook, Offense #3 “Conviction of a felony” will be a Group III offense



GROUP 3 VIOLATIONS

1.CONVICTION OF A FELONY.

2.BEING IN POSSESSION OF, OR DRINKING ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES 
ON THE JOB.

3.FIGHTING OR ATTEMPTING TO INJURE ANOTHER EMPLOYEE, 
SUPERVISOR, OR PERSON.

4.SIGNING OR ALTERING ANOTHER EMPLOYEE’S TIME CARD, OR 
UNAUTHORIZED ALTERING OF HIS/HER OWN TIME CARD.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Group 3 violations are pretty serious, and considered “fireable” offenses.  Read a few … 



DIFFERENCES BETWEEN 
THE HANDBOOK & THE 
BARGAINING UNIT 
AGREEMENT

1.PRIOR DISCIPLINARY ACTION “ACTIVE DISCIPLINE” FOR 
PROGRESSION

2.GRIEVANCE PROCESS & TIMING

3.KEEP IN MIND MANAGEMENT RIGHTS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the key reasons we talk about disciplinary issues as a management team is so that we can support one another to provide consistent even handed “fair” and effective discipline.  A key reason why we funnel disciplines through my position is to do just that.  One of the responsibilities we have is to ensure we follow proper protocol.   There are differences between the HB and the CBU agreement.  As an example, what is the time duration for a discipline to remain “active”?  What we mean by “active” is what can we take into account from the past as we look at current discipline.  Active Discipline example:  CBU Article 10, Section 4:  Verbals 9 months, Written Reprimands 12 months, Suspension <5 days 18 months, Suspension 5 days or more 24 months however, the Handbook includes “consideration of” prior discipline including any suspensions within last 24 months and any lesser discipline with the last 12 months.Another big difference is the timing:  The CBU requires management to act within 30 days of being “notified” of the infraction where the Handbook doesn’t have a provision requiring disciplinary action within a certain time frame.  



INFORMAL “HEAD’S UP” 
AND CAUTIONING 
1.TIME CLOCK VIOLATIONS 

2.TARDINESS (FLAT TIRE, TRAIN, ACCIDENT) 

3.ATTENDANCE (SICK LEAVE ABUSE)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve had some misconceptions in the recent past, and in more than one incident, this caused management more headache as the employees either had repeated incidents that warranted more severe discipline, etc., however, due to limitations of the CBU Agreement, that was not possible.  Remember, the purpose is to modify behavior.  As an example, if your teenager pulls into a parking space that’s a little too tight, and “scrapes” the side of another vehicle causing what looks like a “little scratch” we all know the cost will far exceed “just a few dollars” … what are we going to do?  Just say, hey, Johnny, it’s ok, just be careful next time.  What type of result will we get?  No, I’m going to take the keys and make them park the vehicle for a while, or I’m going to make them “work” to pay for the damage.  What this will do, is make them take ownership of their responsibilities, and take more caution the next time.



PROGRESSIVE OR NOT?
WE MUST TAKE CERTAIN THINGS INTO ACCOUNT …

1.WHO IS THE EMPLOYEE(S) INVOLVED?

2.WHAT IS THEIR PAST HISTORY?

3.ANYTHING PARTICULAR ABOUT THEIR SITUATION THAT 
WE NEED TO TAKE NOTE OF?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Yes, believe it or not, an employees past history, performance, and situation may have an impact in certain cases.  The other thing to keep in mind with regard to progressive is the type of offense, whether it’s a Group 1, 2, or 3 offense. 



PRINCIPLES 
SURROUNDING DISCIPLINE
• CORRECTIVE

• FAIR

• CONSISTENT

• PROGRESSIVE

• DUE PROCESS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The overall principles surrounding discipline are <read the list>Corrective – the idea behind discipline is for corrective action.  The result desired is modified behavior.Fair – we need to make sure the discipline “makes sense” while we take into consideration the employee’s history, the infraction, etc.Consistent – consistency is the key.  While we employ just under 90 persons, we need to be consistent with discipline.  Progressive – applies in accordance with policy.  The progression can vary between bargaining / non-bargained for employees, however, is reasonably applied.  Deviations from normal progression are possible.  Reasons for deviations are ALWAYS DOCUMENTED.  Example:  if an employee has committed a Group 3 infraction, we have the ability to invoke a lesser punishment in some cases.  Due Process – the discipline needs to confirm to the policies, procedures, and legalities as applicable.  



PROGRESSIVE DISCIPLINE 
STEPS
• ORAL WARNING

• WRITTEN REPRIMAND

• SUSPENSION

• DISCIPLINARY DEMOTION*

• TERMINATION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Oral – verbal (we document these)Written – just what it says, a formally written document given to the employeeSuspension – Typically day(s) without pay (certain cases the discipline of suspension apply but we waive the requirement to “serve” them) ex. Waiver of pre-dis hearingDisciplinary demotion – not something we’ve done, however, a possibility, particularly for non-bargained for employees (will be in new handbook)Termination – separated from employmentDepending on a bargaining or non-bargained for employee, policy variations may have an impact on what we can do next.



DISCIPLINE EMPLOYEES 
WHEN…
• THERE ARE RECURRING ISSUES SUCH AS ABSENTEEISM 

OR TARDINESS.

• THERE ARE CONTINUING PROBLEMS ADHERING TO OR 
FOLLOWING MANAGEMENT INSTRUCTIONS DESPITE 
ADDITIONAL TRAINING, COACHING OR COUNSELING.

• AS CLOSE TO THE INFRACTION AS POSSIBLE BUT NOT IN 
THE HEAT OF THE MOMENT.

• THEY HAVE VIOLATED A POLICY OR RULE.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
READ THE SLIDE … We have consistent standards for absenteeism/tardiness.  If you have problems with an employee and they aren’t following instruction, rules, policy, and/or guideline, it’s time for discipline.  Don’t discipline right on the spot, in most cases, that’s not a good idea.  “heat of the moment” can get us into trouble, and with the bargaining unit, even more trouble if the supervisor isn’t up on the details.  Unless safety is a concern, investigate … Keep in mind that in the CBU, Art 10, Sec 2, Item C states that discipline must be initiated within 30 calendar days following the “employer’s awareness of the event” whereas non-bargained for employees are subject to an “open” time window in this regard.



DO…
• INVESTIGATE EACH INCIDENT REGARDLESS OF HOW IT FIRST 

APPEARS.

• SELECT AN APPROPRIATE TIME & PLACE TO MEET PRIVATELY
WITH THE EMPLOYEE.

• DOCUMENT! DOCUMENT! DOCUMENT!

• ALLOW THE EMPLOYEE TO EXPLAIN HIS/HER UNDERSTANDING 
OF THE INCIDENT.

• LISTEN.

• CONFER WITH HR FOR THEIR RECOMMENDATIONS ON HOW TO 
PROCEED BEFORE YOU ACT.

• PRESENT THE DISCIPLINARY ACTION IN A CALM, PROFESSIONAL 
MANNER.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In disciplining employees, make sure you investigate everything regarding an incident, no matter what it looks like from your perspective.  Once you know discipline is in order, and you’ve done your research, meet with the employee, privately.  I can’t stress enough the importance of documentation.  E-Mail is a good source, type (Microsoft Word) or write it down (sign and date it) if that’s what it takes.  A picture is truly worth a 1000 words.  If you’re in the situation where photographs are appropriate, take them.  As technology evolves, in many cases, there’s surveillance video to accompany situations, etc.  Let the employee explain his/her side of the story.  LISTEN to what they have to say.  Once we’ve done the appropriate investigation, documentation, and research (if you will) depending on the incident, present the discipline in a calm, professional manner.



DON’T …
• YELL, SCREAM OR CURSE.

• BASE DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS ON RUMORS.

• DISCUSS AN EMPLOYEE’S PERFORMANCE OR CONDUCT ISSUES WITH 
THE EMPLOYEE’S CO-WORKERS.

• HOLD GRUDGES.

• DISCIPLINE IN FRONT OF OTHERS.

• OVERLOOK THINGS.

• DISCIPLINE IN THE “HEAT OF THE MOMENT”

• THREATEN OR SAY THINGS THAT CAN BE INTERPRETED AS A THREAT.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you discipline employees, DON’T yell, scream, or curse.  These are not exemplary of a good manager, supervisor (or employee for that matter).  The department does not consider these acceptable forms of supervision.  I always say that “You get what you Give”.  The respect and dignity that you treat employees with are indeed what you will receive from them.  In cases where that doesn’t happen, you likely have a problem employee to begin with.Rumors cause trouble. I can’t stress enough the importance of gathering the facts.  One of the key reasons HR is involved in every case is to ensure that we gather ALL of the necessary facts PRIOR to discipline.Co-Workers should not be privy to each other’s disciplinary situation.  Grudges can get you into trouble.  As difficult as it can be at times, each employee and disciplinary situation needs to be considered with an “even keel” and not take into account your personal “relationship” with that employee, especially in cases where you as a supervisor, may have at one time been a co-worker with an employee.It’s obvious that we shouldn’t discipline in front of others.  Discipline should be kept confidential and employees should be disciplined privately.  NEVER discuss one employee’s discipline with another employee.  Don’t overlook things.  Actions won’t change.  If Johnny comes in late once a week on average, that’s probably not going to change unless we do something.



BEFORE DISCIPLINING 
CONSIDER…
• THE FACTS SURROUNDING THE INCIDENT.

• THE SERIOUSNESS OF THE INFRACTION.

• WHETHER THE EMPLOYEE WAS INFORMED OF THE RULES IN ADVANCE OF THE
INFRACTION.  IS IT A POLICY OR “NEW” WORK RULE?

• WHETHER THE EMPLOYEE WAS PREVIOUSLY ADVISED, COACHED OR WARNED ABOUT THE 
ISSUE.

• THE DEGREE TO WHICH THE EMPLOYEE’S CONDUCT HAMPERS OUR VISION, OTHER 
EMPLOYEES, OR DAY-TO-DAY OPERATIONS.

• DOCUMENTATION OF PREVIOUS CONDUCT (WITHIN REASON) OR PERFORMANCE ISSUES 
WITH THE EMPLOYEE.  

• HOW THOROUGHLY HAVE WE EXAMINED THE ISSUE OR INFRACTION?

• HOW HAVE OTHER EMPLOYEES WHO WERE IN SIMILAR SITUATIONS DISCIPLINED (THIS IS 
WHY HR IS INVOLVED)?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We as managers, employees and supervisors are guilty of not knowing the policies at times.  I especially encourage all supervisors, please make sure you’re familiar with the bargaining unit agreement and the policies.  As employees who have the privilege of having individuals report to us, that’s our responsibility.  In some cases, we end up educating supervisors while one of their employees is in trouble, that’s what we don’t want.  One piece of advice I typically give newly appointed supervisors is to NEVER feel like you have to give an “answer” on the SPOT.  I find myself, even though I might know which memo, date, Article & section something applies to, it’s OK to say, “let me look into that and get back to you”.  It’s a rare occasion that an answer is required on the spot.  We’re fortunate enough to have Jim here who has an open door to those of you who have questions, of course, I am always available as a resource.  I think everyone here knows they can come to me for advice on just about anything.  As you know, if I don’t know the answer, I’ll find it.  That being said READ SLIDE



OTHER THINGS TO 
CONSIDER…
• WAS THE EMPLOYEE PROVOKED?

• HOW THOROUGHLY HAVE I EXAMINED THE ISSUE OR 
INFRACTION?

• HOW HAVE OTHER EMPLOYEES WHO WERE IN SIMILAR 
SITUATIONS DISCIPLINED?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Something to think about when you are dealing with discipline include READ THE SLIDE Was someone else doing something that caused this employee to get into trouble?  That should be investigated.  Make sure you’ve covered all of the bases.  Ask all of the questions and gather all of the necessary information.  The last thing we as a Department want is to have a grievance for an unjust discipline.  Last but not least, consistency, we need to make sure we are consistent.  



DON’T CONSIDER…

• YOUR PERSONAL “FEELINGS” OR PAST CO-WORKER 
RELATIONSHIPS WITH THE EMPLOYEE

• GOSSIP, RUMORS OR “WHAT YOU HAVE HEARD”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With discipline, READ THE SLIDE … How many of you can honestly say that you have employees working for you that you absolutely “don’t like”?  This could be a result of their performance, behavior, relationships you had as co-workers at one time, or just an overall collection of experiences.  Absolutely, don’t hold grudges.   It can be tough when you have co-workers around you, and you get promoted to a supervisory role, you need to sort of start with a blank slate when it comes to who you “like” and “not like”.  Supervisors have to sort of leave those things behind, and try to hold an objective outlook on employees.  Help guide them in their strengths and obviously we coach them for their weaknesses, and discipline based on their wrongdoings.   Facts, not gossip, rumors, or what you hear from others are what you consider with regard to discipline.



THE GOAL & PURPOSE OF 
DOCUMENTATION

• TO INFORM THE EMPLOYEE.

• TO ESTABLISH AN OFFICIAL RECORD OF THE 
DISCIPLINARY ACTION (PERSONNEL FILE).

• FOR FUTURE REFERENCE (FUTURE DISCIPLINES, 
EMPLOYEE PROMOTION, ETC.)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on how important I think documentation is for discipline & performance evaluations (the next section we’re going over), I thought I’d do a quick rundown on the basics of documentation.It’s obvious why we document everything.  READ THE SLIDE



THE 5 W’S OF 
DOCUMENTATION
• WHO

• WHAT

• WHERE

• WHEN

• WHY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are what I call the 5 W’s of documentation, who, what, where, when, and why … the next slides illustrate some detail on what I mean by all of this …



WHO?

• WAS/IS INVOLVED?
• AND THEIR POSITION WITHIN 

THE ORGANIZATION AND HOW

THEY RELATE TO THE EMPLOYEE.

• HAS FIRST HAND KNOWLEDGE?
• ARE THERE KNOWN OR POTENTIAL WITNESSES?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Find out who is involved, and start your investigation there.  First hand is the most valuable.



WHAT?...

• DESCRIBE THE INCIDENT OR RECURRING ISSUE.

• DESCRIBE THE SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR OR ACTIONS.

• DO NOT ADD YOUR COMMENTS, INSIGHTS OR 
INTERPRETATIONS.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Find out what the situation is all about.  Interpretations and assumptions can get us into trouble.  Get the facts.



WHERE?

DESCRIBE THE LOCATION OF THE INCIDENT

• WAS IT IN THE OFFICE, GARAGE, OR OUT IN THE FIELD?

• WAS IT IN THE PARKING LOT, AT SOMEONE’S DESK, OR IN A 
VEHICLE?

• BE SPECIFIC!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s amazing as to how many details can be missing by the time something lands on my desk.  



WHEN?

DID THE INCIDENT OCCUR DURING

• REGULAR WORK HOURS? 

• “OFF-DUTY” TIME?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s obvious when something has taken place during regular work hours, but we, as employees have a variety of situations where “off-duty” time can have a huge impact on our employment.  For instance, on-call employees have an obligation or they are subject to discipline (per the bargaining unit agreement).  Violations of policy including drug/alcohol abuse, driver’s license suspensions, etc. are a couple of things that can be done “off-duty” that can cause discipline.



WHY?
• DON’T GUESS OR SPECULATE.  GET THE FACTS!

• INVESTIGATE AND GATHER INFORMATION FROM ALL RELATED SOURCES. 

• INCLUDE KNOWLEDGE OR INFORMATION TO SUPPORT YOUR 
FINDINGS/CONCLUSIONS.  BE OBJECTIVE.

• ALLOW EMPLOYEES TO PRESENT THEIR VERSION OF 
EVENTS/INFRACTION AND INCLUDE EVERYONE!



DISCIPLINARY DOCUMENTS MUST INCLUDE:

• THE FACTS AND DETAILS OF THE INFRACTION IN LANGUAGE THAT THE EMPLOYEE 
UNDERSTANDS WHILE REFERENCING THE SPECIFIC SECTIONS OF THE ORGANIZATION’S 
POLICY, PROCEDURE, HANDBOOK OR CODE OF CONDUCT.

• STATE THE CIRCUMSTANCES SO A “REASONABLE PERSON” WOULD CONCLUDE THAT THE 
DISCIPLINARY ACTION BEING RECOMMENDED OR TAKEN IS APPROPRIATE.

• DESCRIPTIONS OF PREVIOUS AND/OR RELATED INFRACTIONS AND “ACTIVE” DISCIPLINARY 
ACTION WHICH OCCURRED (IF APPLICABLE).

• REMINDER TO THE EMPLOYEE THAT ANOTHER INCIDENT MAY RESULT IN ADDITIONAL 
DISCIPLINE.

• REMINDING THE EMPLOYEE THAT CORRECTING THEIR BEHAVIOR IS EXPECTED AND THAT
CORRECTION NEEDS TO BE SUSTAINED OVER TIME.

• A STATEMENT THAT THE EMPLOYEE HAS A RIGHT TO PRESENT THE EMPLOYEE’S VERSION 
OF EVENTS (IN CASES OF PREDISCIPLINARY HEARINGS).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we’re into disciplines that involve “written” correspondence including predisciplinary hearings, etc. I generally get the grunt of the documents written.  The supervisors issue the disciplinary documents to the employee.  The disciplinary documents need to include:  read the slides



HEAD’S UP / CAUTIONING  …

TYPICALLY, THESE ARE DONE VIA VERBAL DISCUSSION WITH THE SUPERVISOR 
& EMPLOYEE.  E-MAILS ARE GENERALLY WHAT WE USE TO FILE IN THE 
PERSONNEL FILE.  HEAD’S UP/CAUTIONING IS A DOCUMENTED WAY OF LETTING 
AN EMPLOYEE KNOW WHAT IS EXPECTED.  IT’S THE PROFESSIONAL WAY OF
SAYING “IF YOU DO THIS AGAIN, DISCIPLINE COULD OCCUR.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 90% of the cases we handle documenting head’s up cautioning situations with an email.  The email outlines who the employee is, what the infraction is, when it occurred, etc.  The immediate supervisor is expected to reply to the email indicating they’ve given the employee a “head’s up / cautioning” message indicating that they’ve alerted the employee for the potential consequence of what would happen if the infraction should happen again. Typically, these are done via verbal discussion with the supervisor & employee.  E-mails are generally what we use to file in the personnel file.  Head’s up/cautioning is a documented way of letting an employee know what is expected.  It’s the professional way of saying “if you do this again, discipline could occur.  



EXAMPLE OF A VERBAL
WE DOCUMENT VERBALS.  THEY CAN ALSO BE “WRITTEN” VERBALS

(WHERE THE EMPLOYEE GETS A PAPER COPY BUT THEY LOOK A LITTLE 
DIFFERENT).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s an example of what a typical verbal looks like, you’ll note that a statement describing the infraction and reference the specific policy, procedure or violation and reference the CBU when applicable.  The reason we filter all of these documents through the person in my position is for consistency.  Many years ago, we’d get post-its, pieces of torn notebook paper, etc. and in many cases supervisors would lose track of time and forget to get them turned in, so we’ve come a long way getting that streamlined, and I think it works very well now.   What happens is the supervisor has the verbal discussion with the employee, signs the bottom certifying the discussion took place, and we have a document for the files.  



EXAMPLE OF A WRITTEN 
REPRIMAND
• DESCRIBE PREVIOUS 

OR RELATED 
INFRACTIONS AND 
DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS 
CONSIDERED “ACTIVE”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s an example of a written reprimand.  Again, I typically get these written for supervisors.  We include previous or related infractions and disciplinary actions considered “active” and ensure copies are distributed to all of the appropriate staff.  Something to note that there are guidelines not only from the handbook perspective but also the CBU Agreement indicating specifics on what the disciplinary document MUST include.  This gets a little more involved when we get to pre-disciplinary hearings and suspensions.



SUSPENSIONS

• WHAT ARE THE STEPS?
• EMPLOYEE HAS AGREED TO THE DISCIPLINE AND/OR THERE 

HAS BEEN A DISCIPLINARY HEARING DETERMINING THE 
SUSPENSION IS WARRANTED 

• MANAGEMENT DETERMINES THE APPROPRIATE DATE(S)

• REQUEST FOR APPROVAL OF THE BOARD

• APPROVAL RECEIVED AND COMMUNICATED TO EMPLOYEE 
AND SUPERVISORS/MANAGEMENT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When an employee reaches the suspension stage READ THE SLIDE If an employee agrees to the proposed discipline, we proceed accordingly.  An employee has a right to a hearing, however, and those are situations that become more involved.  We call an administrator in, hold a hearing, pull all available witnesses, and so on.   ?  Who has the authority to suspend (or terminate) and employee?  We are under the appointing authority of the Board of Commissioners.  Only the Board has the authority to terminate (or suspend) an employee.  Something to take note of for the newer supervisors regarding suspensions:  WE as management decide when to have an employee serve a suspension.  We’re here to run a public utility, not give 3 day weekends.  Whatever minimizes interruption to operations is the determinant for suspension.  For instance, we don’t want to necessarily have an employee serve a suspension while they’re on-call.  That doesn’t make life easier for operations. 



PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS -
OBJECTIVES

1.SET GOALS, MEASURE PERFORMANCE, GET FEEDBACK

2.DETERMINE WAYS TO POSITIVELY AND NEGATIVELY 
IMPACT EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE WITH EVALUATIONS.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There’s a true purpose for doing performance evaluations.  We’ve had to refer to them when evaluating employees for promotions in many cases.  It’s tough in our environment to say that we can recognize employees (whether it’s a merit raise, etc.) for performance, but it certainly could affect their future especially in cases of promotion.   The evaluation will help you set goals with and for an employee.  It’s a tool that supervisors can use to measure performance, and gives the prime opportunity to get and give feedback!Supervisors need to determine ways to positively and negatively impact employee performance with evaluations.  My door is always open, I think you all know that, if you need help in preparing these.  



PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION
MEMO

Presenter
Presentation Notes
<pass out the evaluation memos>  Here’s a copy of the memo for this year, please read it over, and note the due date.  If you have any issues, questions, concerns, please don’t hesitate to ask.  For those of you who have Laborers who may not have been in your division for a duration reasonable to allow for a good evaluation, please let me know so that we can redirect the evaluation to the right supervisor.



CURRENT PERFORMANCE 
EVALUATION FORM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is what our current performance evaluation form looks like (front & back).  If any of you get into a situation where there are attendance and/or disciplinary issues that you’d like to take into account (when applicable), please let me know, and I can get that filled in for you.Realizing evaluations are universally disliked by supervisors and employees in many cases, they are necessary.  We do these for a number of reasons.  Don’t feel obligated to give 3’s all the way down, if the employee deserves a top notch evaluation for their quality of work and a minimal assessment for cooperation, lay it on the line.  If you need more space to elaborate comments, please do so.



PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
DO’S & DON’TS
DO’S
• SCHEDULE A PRIVATE MEETING WITH THE EMPLOYEE

• CONSIDER SUPPORTING PEER REVIEW/FEEDBACK

• USE CLEAR/SPECIFIC LANGUAGE

• FOCUS ON THE PERFORMANCE NOT THE PERSON

• BE PREPARED FOR THE DISCUSSION

• CONSIDER THE EMPLOYEE’S PERFORMANCE FOR THE YEAR, BUT KEEP IN MIND THEIR “LONGER” TRACK 
RECORD

• USE SPECIFIC EXAMPLES (WHEN APPLICABLE)

• AVOID ABSOLUTES SUCH AS “ALWAYS” OR “NEVER”

• DON’T ALLOW INTERRUPTIONS

• DISCUSS HOW YOUR FEEDBACK/EVALUATION RELATES TO THE ONGOING GOALS 

• GIVE THE EMPLOYEE A COUPLE OF EVALUATIVE QUESTIONS FOR YOU

• SUMMARIZE THE PERFORMANCE REVIEW WITH THEM AND ASK THEM IF THEY HAVE QUESTIONS ABOUT IT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide outlines the things we should try to make sure we DO when evaluating performance:  Schedule a private performance evaluation meeting with the employee:  obviously these should be done in private just like discipline.  Consider your peers (supervisors in other divisions, etc.) for feedback:  maybe you’re a supervisor who has a Laborer in your division that has worked with another for most of the year.  Use clear and specific language:  if you are vague, or dance around the subject, you won’t get your point across.   As difficult as this may be:  focus on the performance not the person: even though you have that employee who is difficult, grumpy, and downright not enjoyable to be around, if they do good work and perform well, cooperate, and get along with coworkers, there’s not much you can say for bad performance.  By all means, be prepared for the discussion:  if you’re not, it will not serve effective.  Consider the employee’s performance for the year keeping in mind their “longer” track record:  we’re all human, you might have the 25 year employee who has had a flawless record, no discipline, and performed well.  If they had a bad year, focus on the positive past, and give them the necessary feed back to get back on track.  Use specific examples:  that is the purpose of talking with employees on an ongoing basis throughout the year.  Obviously the words “always” or “never” can get anyone into trouble … they are BIG words.  Don’t allow interruptions:  that’s just downright rude, mute your phone, close the door, whatever is necessary.  Discuss how your feedback/evaluation relates to the ongoing goals:  maybe they are interested in licensing and/or education to give them opportunities for advancement, maybe there are things you’ve expressed as goals and vision for your division.   Ask the employee a couple of evaluative questions:  this is a good opportunity for the employee to give YOU feedback.  Questions like:  How can I best support your work in the coming year?  What things would you like to see our division get accomplished next year?  Are there any improvements that you would recommend?  Finally, summarize the review with the employee, and ask if they have questions.  



DON’TS
• CONDUCT THE PERFORMANCE REVIEW MEETING WITHOUT

PREPARING ADEQUATELY

• HOLD A SUPERFICIAL DISCUSSION

• DISCUSS PERSONALITIES AND ATTITUDES

• DWELL ON ISOLATED INCIDENTS

• DWELL ON WEAKNESSES, FAULTS, OR SHORTCOMINGS

• COMPARE THE EMPLOYEE TO YOURSELF

• REPEAT CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM IN AN ATTEMPT TO SOFTEN IT

• PROVIDE EXCUSES FOR BAD NEWS

• AVOID TELLING THE TRUTH FOR FEAR OF DISAGREEMENT

• AVOID NECESSARY CONFLICT 

• WORK ALONE (ESPECIALLY IN CASES WHERE THE MEETING MIGHT BE DIFFICULT)

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Don’t conduct the performance review meeting without preparation: that just doesn’t look good, sound good, or ultimately serve as an effective tool.  Don’t hold a superficial discussion:  kind of a repeat from earlier, but the idea is to be specific, and avoid dancing around the subject.  Don’t discuss personalities and attitudes:  remember, we’re evaluating performance.  If there’s an uncooperative employee, discipline kicks in.  I’ve had situations in my experience where the employee with the worst attitude and most difficult personality actually got the best performance evaluation.  I’m not saying that was easy, but we just need to remember this is a “performance” evaluation.  Don’t dwell on isolated incidents, weaknesses, faults, or shortcomings, or compare the employee to yourself.  As awkward as it may be, don’t repeat criticism in an attempt to soften it:  just say it, most employees already know what you’ve got to say, it’s no secret to them.  Don’t make excuses for the bad things you might have to say:  again, just say it, tell it like it is.  Don’t avoid telling the truth to avoid disagreement, and don’t avoid necessary conflict:  the key word is necessary.  If you have something to say that you know will cause conflict, but it is necessary for you to express in a true evaluation of the employee, just say it.  Don’t hold the meeting alone if YOU KNOW it will be difficult.  Consult with peers, work together as a supervisory and management team to support one another in these situations.  I’m always available, and so are all of the other department heads in each of the divisions.Coot:  foolish or eccentric person, typically an old manFeral:  resembling a wild animalSquirrelly:  restless, nervous, or unpredictable



QUESTIONS? COMMENTS?

REMINDERS FOR DISCUSSION:

• DRUG TESTING AFTER ACCIDENTS
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